should betray his plan. When he was gone, she came to the
window, and looked out at the stars. Gazing at her, I forgot my
impatience: my teeth ceased to chatter. I took the horn from my
travelling bag. She sighed; closed the window; and drew down
a white blind. The sight of her hand alone as she did so would
have inspired me to excel all my previous efforts. She seated her-
self so that I could see the shadow of her figure in profile. My
hour was come. Park Lane was nearly still: the traffic in Oxford
Street was too distant to be distracting.
I began. At the first note I saw her start and listen. When the
completed phrase revealed to her what air I was playing, she laid
down her book. The mouthpiece of my instrument was like ice;
and my lips were stiff and chilly, so that in spite of my utmost
care I was interrupted more than once by those uncouth guggling
sounds which the best cornists cannot always avoid. Nevertheless
considering that I was cold and very nervous, I succeeded fairly
well. Gaming confidence as I went on, I partly atoned for the
imperfection of the beginning by playing the concluding bars
with commanding sonority, and even achieving a tolerable shake
on the penultimate note.
An encouraging cheer from the street as I finished shewed me
that a crowd was collected there, and that immediate flight was
out of the question. I replaced the horn in my bag, and made
ready to go when the mob should disperse. Meanwhile I gazed
at the shadow on the blind. She was writing now. Could she, I
think, be writing to me? She rose; and the shadow overspread
the window so that I could no longer distinguish her movements.
I heard a bell ring. A minute later the door of the house opened.
I retreated behind an aloe tub; but on recognizing the servant
whom I had bribed, I whistled softly to him. He came towards
me with a letter in his hand. My heart beat strongly as I saw it.
"All right, sir," he said. "Miss Linda told me to give you this;
but you are not to open it, if you please, until you get home.5'
"Then she knew who I was," I said eagerly.
"I suppose so, sir. When I heard her bell, I took care to answer
it myself. Then she says to me, 'Youll find a gentleman some-
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